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 New Economic Policy and
 Trade Union Response
 Sarath Davala

 Populist rhetoric cannot reverse the structural adjustment programmes.
 The multinationals are here to stay. If the trade unions neglect the macro
 issues affecting the workers andfail to adapt, they are bound to be
 overtaken by the 'reforms'.

 THE new economic policy announced by
 the government of India in 1991 has far-
 reaching implications for labour and trade
 unions in the country. It consolidates and
 reinforces the process of industrial restruc-
 turing which began in the 80s. The convul-
 sions caused by this process had already
 rendered thousands of workers jobless and
 expanded the enclaves of unprotected labour
 driving trade unions up against the wall. So,
 when the government announced the new
 policy in more concrete and explicit terms
 the response of the trade union movement
 has been at best defensive.

 Almost all the trade unions, irrespective
 of their political affiliation, have expressed
 their opposition to it. The variation has been
 merely in degree. Essentially, their stance
 has been that the entire policy package was
 anti-working class and therefore not accept-
 able to them. Three nationwide 'bandhs'
 were organised during last two years, and
 the policy has been opposed and criticised at
 various official and other fora.

 Such blanket opposition from the entire
 movement, however, did not deter the gov-
 ernment. It nonetheless went ahead with its
 policy which brought about certain funda-
 mental changes in the economy. As things
 stand today, it is very unlikely that the
 govermnent will change its policy direction
 in the near future.

 The significant point here is that the gov-
 ernment,could confidently go ahead with its
 policy despite opposition from the trade
 union movement. This raises very disturb-
 ing questions regarding the present state of
 Indian trade union movement: Why has the
 trade union movement been marginalised?
 Why have the central federations not been
 able to influence the process of change?
 What accounts for this failure?

 DECLINING UNION POWER

 The process of industrial restructuring
 which began in the 80s has had deleteiious
 effects on two areas concerning labour, viz,
 employment and union power. This has
 been, primarily, the consequence of a shift
 in managemnent strategies during this period
 [Ramaswamy 1989]. Some of these new
 strategies were: to reduce the permanent
 workforce and organise bulk of their pro-
 duction through ancillary units or by em-
 ploying casual, contract or other forms of
 unprotected labour. This not only cut down
 their fixed costs but also gave them tlhe
 much needed flexibility and control over the
 production process; to shift production fa-
 cilities to the backward-areas where labour

 was both cheap and also not unionised; and
 to bypass trade unions and sign agreements
 with individual workers.

 These new management strategies cre-
 ated an atmosphere of job insecurity among
 workers and severely curtailed their trade
 union action. In such an atmosphere strike
 ceased to be a weapon in the hands of the
 unions because the employers who were
 keen on closing down their operations in
 major industrial centres would quickly re-
 spond with a lock-out. Such an aggressive-
 ness on the part of the employer is evident
 from the fact that during the second half of
 80s, the man-days lost due to lock-outs have
 been far greater than the man-days lost due
 to strikes. Table 1 shows comparative fig-
 ures of man-days lost due to. strikes and
 lock-outs. Barringt the exception of 1q86,
 the man-days lost due to lock-outs have
 been consistently far greater than those lost
 due to strikes. It was in such a climate when
 the trade unions were already on the defen-
 sive that the new economic policy was an-
 nounced.

 Indian trade union movement is deeply
 fragmented along many lines. This is one of
 the major reasons why it has failed to assert
 itself in the context of -the new economic
 policy.

 At one level the movement is divided
 along political lines with each political party
 having its own trade union wing. There are
 nine central organisatio,ns recognised by the
 gov9rnment. During the last decade and a
 half, the fragmentation has worsened still
 with each organisation having a number of
 factions within [Davala 1992]. Caught up in
 their own petty rivalries, these organisations
 have failed to see the common issues affect-
 ing the working class in general.

 At anotherlevel, the movement is atomised
 because of the growth of enterprise level
 unions. These unions though effective at the
 enterprise level are too narrow in their vi-
 sion which is restricted to the problems of
 their own enterprise. Efforts to bring these
 unions under one umbrella have not been
 successful because they lack a common
 ideological basis that can bind them to-
 gether. Given such deepfragmentati&i within
 the movement it is not surprising that the
 trade union response to NEP has been so
 diffused and ineffective.

 The liberalisation process is accompa-
 nied by a shift in the state's mindset with
 regard to its relationship with labour. Since
 the early 80s, there has been a visible change
 in the nature of state intervention in indus-
 trial relations. In earlier times, labour and

 trade unions could look to the state for
 support in times of crises. Though not al-
 ways, at least sometimes, the state had been
 supportive of labour. In the present climate,
 however, the state, with its new priorities, is
 more prone to come to the rescue of the
 employers rather than labour. nTis is evi-
 dent from the fate of most of the strikes
 during the 80s. Such a shift in the state's-
 mindset has very serious implications for
 the trade union movement. The clear mes-
 sage is that trade unions must reduce their
 dependence on the state or political parties
 and become strong on their own.

 The strategies of Indian trade unions have
 been essentially confrontationist in nature.
 They have been protest- and agitation-based.
 In earlier times, these symbolic actions
 coupled with certain amount of state or
 party patronage did pay off, and provided
 trade unions a place in the economic pro-
 cess. In the present context, however, these
 strategies have become ineffective as is
 evident from the lack of their impact on the
 process of change.

 The present trade union leadership, par-
 ticularly that of the central organisations,
 has become stagnant and has failed to adapt
 itself to the changing environment. The
 growth of independent enterprise unionism
 during the last decade is essentially areflec-
 tion of this failure. Secondly, trade union
 organisations with their excessive reliance
 on protests and agitations have failed to
 professionalise their style of functioning.
 They have neglected training and research
 which are the most important weapons for
 struggle in the modem context.

 Tlhe support base of the existing central
 organisations is extremely limited. It is re-
 stricted only to the organised sector which
 employs merely 8.5 per cent of the total
 workforce in the country. Even within the
 organised sector, theirmembership has been
 rapidly declining because of the growth of
 the independent enterprise unioInism. So,
 the actual membership of all the central
 trade unions together is not more than 4-5
 per cent of the total working population in
 the country. They have hardly any support
 among the rest. In the coming years, with the
 decline of public sector, which is their main
 support base, there is bound to be a further
 erosion of their membership. Given such
 minuscule support base it is not surprising
 that the government can ignore trade unions.

 EMERGING CHALLENGES

 As the liberalisation process unleashes
 new economic forces, trade unions have a
 number of challenges to face in the coming
 years. The future role of the Indian trade
 union movement in the societal process rests
 entirely on how it faces these challenges.

 Out of the total labour force of 317 million
 in the country, the organised sector employs
 merely 26.8 million, ie, 8.5 per cent, while
 the unorganised sector employs 290.2 mil-
 lion, ie, 91.5 per cent. During the last decade
 and a half there has been a gradual shift of
 employment from the organised to the
 unorganised sector. Within the organised
 sector the proportion or contract and casual
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 labour has increased phenomenally. This
 has been one of the major consequences of
 industrial restructuring during the 80s
 [Davala: 1992]. The neweconomic policy is
 bound to accelerate this trend. The main
 advantage of the employers in the
 unorganised sector is the relative insulation
 from labour laws. With the increasing em-
 phasis on exports miore and more export
 processing zones are likely to emerge in
 different parts of the country. The existing
 ones are well known for being the enclaves
 of labour exploitation.

 The rapid growth of the unorganised sec-
 tor poses a major threat to the trade union
 rights of the working people. This is one of
 the greatest challenges that confronts the
 trade union movement today.

 Under NEP, the growth of employment
 will be severely affected. This is borne out
 by the evidence from the Latin American
 countries which have undergone the struc-
 tural adjustmentprogramme. Between 1980
 and 1984 open unemployment in these coun-
 tries has gone up from 7 to 11 per cent. In
 Chile, Columbia, Peru and Venezuela, un-
 employmentjumped from 50 to 100 percent
 and ranged between 14 and 20 per cent. In
 India, according to the projections made by
 Sudipto Mundle, the unemployment rate is
 likely tojump from 4 per cent in 1991-92 to
 5 per cent in 1992-93 assuming a high
 growth scenario, and 5.9 percent in 1992-93
 to 6.6 per cent in 1993-94 assuming a low
 growth scenario. HIence the additional un-
 employmentdue to stabilisation programme
 would be four million persons under high
 growth scenario and 10 million persons
 under low growvth scenario [Veerasekharappa
 1993]. The mainstream trade unions have
 all along neglected macro issues affecting
 the working population as a whole. They
 need to take note of the broader implications
 of the structural adjustment programme and
 evolve alternatives.

 The spectre of industrial closures and job
 losses looms large in thie 90s. According to
 estimates, the number of workers employed
 in the sick units in the country is around 45
 lakhs, of which the 58 chronically sick
 public sector units employ 4.1 lakhs, large
 private sector units 4.5 lakhs and the smaller
 private sector units around 36 lakhs. Sooner
 or later, these units would be wound up
 throwing such large number of workers out
 of jobs. The safety net being discussed by
 the government is so far only on paper. Nor
 have trade unions come up with a clear
 proposal as to how these workers should be
 rehabilitated. Apart from these companies,
 a number of otlher companies also have
 offered voluntary retirement schemes. Un-
 der the new circumstances the trade unions
 can no longer expect the government to find
 solutions to the problem of job losses. They
 must evolve a social plan on their own and
 fight for it.

 Introduction of new technology, which is
 a part of globalisation process, brings in a
 host of new problems concerning employ-
 ment, particularly in a labour-surplus
 economy such as India. In the first place, it
 makes a host of traditiopal skills redundant.

 Employers in order to avoid going through
 the painful process of retraining and re-
 deployment prefer to phase out the workers
 with old skills and recruit new ones. The
 newjobs are more likely to be in the mana-
 gerial and supervisory category or at the
 bottom end, i e, unskilled casual/contract
 workers. In effect, the proportion of perma-
 nent unionised category of workers shrinks
 considerably. Secondly, new technology
 enables the managements to have greater
 control over labour process. For instance, an
 automated process plant can be run by just
 officers and supervisors with the assistance
 of casual workers. So, even if the unionised
 category of workers adopt restrictive prac-
 tices or go on strike the production will not
 be affected. This severely erodes the union
 power.

 Trade unions in order to cope with these
 challenges both at the macro- and micro-level,
 must evolve appropriate strategies to minimise
 the negative impact on labour. They can no
 longer blindly oppose new technology as, in
 the present climate, it is an irreversible
 process. If they fail to adapt themselves they
 are bound to be overtaken by it.

 The new policy has cleared most of the
 barriers to the entry of the multinational
 corporations, and even allowed them to hold
 more than 50 per cent equity in their subsid-
 iaries in India. During the last two years
 there has been a rapid growth of foreign
 investment in India. Table 2 shows the
 number of foreign investment proposals
 approved by the government during last
 three years.

 The number of proposals cleared has gone
 up from 151 during the year preceding the
 announcement of the new policy to 569
 during the first year and then to 726 during
 the second year. Similarly the investment
 has gone up from a mere Rs 160 crore in
 1990-91 toRs 1,950in 1991-92 and Rs 7,220
 crore in 1992-93. It is not this flood of
 investment which is a threat, but "what is
 more crucial is a shift in multinational cor-
 porate strategy involving investment at a
 margin that has implications for the control
 of assets and markets" [Chandrasekhar
 1993]. MNCs have already acquired major-
 ity share in about 50 companies. Moreover,
 such a transfer of shares is being done
 through allotment of preferential shares at
 ridiculously low prices. Shifting the control
 of Indian companies to MNCs would gradu-
 ally transform the Indian industrial scenario
 and has serious implications for workers
 and their trade union rights. Trade unions
 need to realise the fact that MNCs are here
 to stay, and evolve appropriate strategies to
 cope with them. They should play a more
 active role during this transition phlase and
 fight for the necessary controls.

 As liberalisation process progresses, the
 state would come under increasing pressure
 from the employers to modify labour legis-
 lation to suit their strategic interest. Em-
 ployers are already demanding amendments
 in the Industrial Disputes Act to make clo-
 sures and retrenchment simpler. In future
 pressure would incrkase not only from the
 indigenous emplovers but also from the

 multinationals to liberalise protective legis-
 lation and to curb trade union rights. Unless
 trade unions evolve apolicy of their own and
 take pre-emptive action the state is likely to
 yield to such pressures.

 FUrURE STRATMGIES

 Trade unions in order to be effective in the
 new economic regime have no alternative
 but to fight together. As history has shown,
 division of the movement would only facili-
 tate the state to completely marginalise the
 trade union movement. Under the new cir-
 cumstances trade union unity is not merely
 an ideal but a necessity and perhaps the only
 way to sustain and keep the movement alive.

 Instances of trade union unity are not
 totally uncommon in India. For example, in
 1991 when the Uttar Pradesh government
 had finalised the sale of a state-owned ce-
 mentfactory, employing around4,000 work-
 ers, to a private entrepreneur at a ridicu-
 lously low price, all the unions (of different
 political affiliation) came together and
 formed a joint action forum to fight the
 move. -They moved the court and stalled
 attempt to privatise their company. In an-
 other instance, in 1989, when a large jute
 mill in WestBengal employing about 13,000
 workers was closed down, all its 13 unions
 joined hands, raised funds, took over the
 company and revived it. Such instances,
 though rare, show howpowerful trade unions
 become when they are united. Taking a cue
 from these examples the central trade unions
 must evolve a joint forum at least on prob-
 lems which affect the working class as awhole.

 The central trade unions have little chance
 of surviving unless they start unionising
 workers in the unorganised sector. This
 would not only strike at the root of the
 employer strategy of labour segmentation
 but also would enhance the credibility of
 trade unions. Over a period of time it would
 also widen their support base.

 Indian trade unions have all along func-
 tioned with an extremely narrow vision.
 They have not only restricted themselves to
 the organised sector but also have not gone

 TABLE 1: INDUSTRIAL DisPuTEs IN THE
 ORGANISED SECrOR

 Year Number of Man-days Lost
 ('000)

 Strikes Lock-outs Total

 1985 11,487 17,753 29,240
 1986 18,824 13,925 32,749
 1987 14,026 21,332 35,358
 1988 12,530 21,417 33,947
 1989 10,700 21,960 32,660
 1990 10,640 13,450 24,090
 1991 3,540 6,200 9,740

 Source: Ruddar Datt 1993.

 TABLE 2: FOREIGN INVESTMENT IN INDIA

 (Rs crore)

 Period Number Value

 August 1990-July 1991 151 160
 August 1991-July 1992 569 1,950
 August 1992-July 1993 726 7,220

 Source: Business World, October 20 to Nov-

 ember 2. 1993. n 26.
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 beyond economism. Barring a few excep-
 tions, particularly among the enterprise
 unions, most of the unions hardly ever take
 up non-economic issues within their own
 factories leave alone those concerning soci-
 ety. It is precisely for this reason that over
 the years their public image has become
 extremely negative. Trade unions have to
 broaden their vision and play an active role
 in the societal process. They need to rede-
 fine their role so that the society as a whole
 recognises them as a positive and progres-
 sive force.

 Trade unions cannot remain silent specta-
 tors to the takeover of the Indian industry by
 the multinational corporations. They must
 realise that by holding on to extreme posi-
 tions and populist rhetoric they cannot re-
 verse the ongoing process. Moreover, they
 would lose what little influence they could
 have on the ongoing developments. Since
 they have not been able to stop the entry of
 the multinational companies they must at
 least develop appropriate strategies to cope
 with them. In the first place, all the national
 trade unions must come together for this
 purpose. Secondly, they need to develop
 solidarity network with the international
 trade union movement, because struggle
 against multinationals cannot be effectively
 done merely at the national level.

 Trade unions have to actively participate
 in the revival of sick units because closures
 affect the workers most. Wherever it is
 feasible they must fight for workers' take-
 over. On this question however, the central
 organisations have failed to takc a consis-

 tent stand despite the fact that in almost all
 the instances where workers have taken
 over sick units they have successfully re-
 vived them. In this regard, the initiative to
 support takeover efforts by workers has
 come mainly from outside the mainstream
 trade union movement. T he central
 organisations must forcefully articulate the
 idea of worker ownership as an alternative
 to the present forms of ownership. They
 must lobby for creation of workers' sector.

 Even in the case of units where worker
 ownership is not feasible, they must evolve
 alternative forms of management which in-
 volve participation of workers and the
 unions. In this connection trade unions must
 forge ties with officers' associations and
 jointly work for revival of sick units.

 Trade unions have to confront this prob-
 lem squarely and evolve practical solutions
 to rehabilitate the affected workers. In addi-
 tion to this, trade unions also have to play an
 active role to preventing industrial sickniess,
 wlhich means that they have to play a pro-
 active role by constantly monitoring the
 firms where their members are employed.

 In India, the legislation pertaining to em-
 ployment relationship is full of ambiguities
 and conflicting definitions. As a result only
 a small section of labour working in the
 orgaiiised sector get employment protec-
 tion. Trade unions have, for long, turned a
 blind eye to this fundamental issue. In a
 democratic society, every working person,
 whether that person is a quarry worker or a
 domestic worker or a contract worker or a
 skilled worker, must have minimum em-

 ployment protection. Today, we have a num-
 ber of legislations covering specific catego-
 ries of workers enacted at different points of
 time. There are some general legislations
 covering a broader spectrum of workers, but
 the definitions are quite vague and ambigu-
 ous giving ample opportunity to the em-
 ployers to deny basic rights to certain cat-
 egories of workers.

 Trade unions must address themselves to
 this problem and evolve a simple and com-
 prehensive employment law covering all
 working people whether it is in the organised
 sector or in the unorganised sector. In this
 regard they must be pro-active and formu-
 late a model legislation and mobilise sup-
 port from workers and organisations in dif-
 ferent sectors. Similarly, there is also a need
 to simplify and rationalise trade union law.
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